
Protective Apparel
For Nursing and Research 

DISPOSABLE HEADWEAR
Comfort and Variety
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Surgical Cap

 
FS61550A

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • elastic at the back • 
contoured front • blue

Surgical Cap

 
FS61500

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • elastic at the back • contoured 
front • green

Surgical Cap

 
FS61950

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • elastic at the back • flat front  
• blue

Surgical Cap

 
FS61750A

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap with ties • for long hair • blue

Surgical Cap

 
FS61850A

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap with ties • for short hair • blue

Surgical Hood

 
FS61150A

 
100/bx 
600/cs

 Surgical hood • blue

Surgical Hood

 
FS61100

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical hood • green

Bouffant Cap

 
FS61300

 
100/bx 
600/cs

 Bouffant cap with a latex-free elastic band  
• green  • size 53 cm

Surgical Hood

 
FS61250

 
50/bx 
300/cs

Surgical hood with sweat band • blue

Bouffant Cap

 
FS61350

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Bouffant cap with a latex-free elastic band  
• blue  • size 53 cm

Surgical Cap

 
FS61450

 
100/bx 
600/cs

 Surgical cap • sailor style  • blue

Internationally recognised social compliance  
certification body that verifies whether factories 

respect workers’ labour and human rights

MEDLINE HEADWEAR
Covering your head and hair helps reduce the risk of foreign particles getting into surgical 
wounds and protects patients from potential contamination in operating theatres or intensive 
care units. Medline’s disposable headwear products offer a high level of comfort and come in 
a variety of shapes, sizes and designs that address hospitals’ protective and aesthetical needs. 

Our broad product range, including surgical hoods and caps, bonnets and bouffant caps, is suit-
able for a variety of operations and hairstyles. To offer you even more choice and meet your 
budget, Medline’s headwear is available in cluster keyback, viscose and spunbond polypro- 
pylene materials that have passed biocompatibility requirements, are low linting and do not 
contain latex. 

Comfort Line
The Comfort Line is Medline’s preferred headwear product range for the operating theatre. Made 
of soft and breathable cluster keyback fabric, this line offers both a high level of comfort and a 
high level of protection. Comfort Line products are available in blue and green and a large vari-
ety of designs. Medline is committed to sourcing products from ethical and socially responsible 
factories around the world. Our Comfort product range is produced in a Worldwide Responsible 
Accredited Production (WRAP) certified facility.
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Surgical Cap

 
FS60950P

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • elastic at the back • flat front  
• purple

Surgical Cap

 
FS60950PK

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • elastic at the back • flat front 
• pink

Surgical Cap

 
FS60950W

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • elastic at the back • flat front 
• white

Surgical Cap

 
FS60950G

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • elastic at the back • flat front 
• green

Surgical Cap

 
FS60950B

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • elastic at the back • flat front  
• blue

Surgical Cap

 
FS60850B

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap with ties • for short hair • blue

Surgical Cap

 
FS60750B

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap with ties • for long hair • blue

Colourful Line
The Colourful Line is made of spunlace viscose, which is a soft, breathable and cotton-like  
material. The range comes in a variety of colours and offers good comfort. Medline is committed to 
sourcing products from ethical and socially responsible factories around the world. Our Colourful 
product range is produced in in a Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production (WRAP) certified 
facility.

Surgical Cap

 
NONE28625

 
100/bx 
500/cs

Surgical cap with ties • SMS top, absorbent 
scrim-reinforced material on sides • one size 
fits most • light blue

Surgical Cap

 
FS67050

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Spunlace bonnet • one size fits most • blue

Surgical Hood

 
FS63100A

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical hood • green

Surgical Cap

 
NONE28233F

 
100/bx 
500/cs

Bouffant cap with butterfly print  
• size 60 cm • blue

Surgical Hood

 
FS63150

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical hood • green

Surgical Hood

 
FS63150A

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Light surgical hood • blue

Basic Line
Designed to satisfy the essential needs of the ward at a convenient price, the Basic Line is made of a  
spunbond material with a basis weight from 12 gsm to 30 gsm. Basic Line headwear comes in blue, 
green, white or printed patterns.

Bouffant Cap

 
FS63300

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Bouffant cap • size 53 cm • green

Bouffant Cap

 
FS63350

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Bouffant cap • size 53 cm • blue
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Bouffant Cap

 
FS65360

 
100/bx 
1,000/cs

Clip cap • one size fits most • white

Bouffant Cap

 
FS63360

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Bouffant cap • size 53 cm • white

Clip Cap

 
FS65460

 
100/bx 
1,200/cs

Clip cap • one size fits most • white

Bouffant Cap

 
CRIE1000

 
100/bx 
500/cs

Bouffant cap • size 53 cm • green

Bouffant Cap

 
CRIE1002

 
100/bx 
500/cs

Bouffant cap • size 53 cm • white

Bouffant Cap

 
CRIE1003

 
100/bx 
500/cs

Bouffant cap • size 60 cm • white

Surgical Cap

 
FS63450A

 
100/bx 
600/cs

Surgical cap • sailor style • blue

Surgical Hoods 

Offering a helmet-like cap with ties at  
the neck, one-size-fits-all surgical  
hoods provide the most coverage of all 
products in our headwear range for 
worry-free performance during  
surgery. 

Some products feature an absorbent 
sweatband for increased staff comfort, 
especially for longer procedures.

Surgical Caps with Ties  
for Long and Short Hair

Featuring ties at the back of the neck, 
these adjustable surgical caps are  
designed for people with long or  
short hair to safely keep the hair  
covered. 

This surgical cap is ideal for use in  
the operating theatre or for day  
surgeries.

Surgical Caps with Elastic  
at the Back  

Featuring a broad shape and elastic at  
the back, these one-size-fits-most  
surgical caps provide a comfortable  
and secure fit, meeting the requirements  
of the most active of days. 

This cap design is well-suited for long  
hairstyles and long periods of wear in  
the operating theatre, ICU and other  
laboratory departments.

Item Description Packaging

  FS61100 Cluster keyback, green 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS61150A Cluster keyback, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS61250 Cluster keyback, with sweatband, blue 50/bx, 300/cs

  FS63100A Spunbond polypropylene 30 gsm, 
green 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS63150A Spunbond polypropylene 30 gsm, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS63150 Spunbond polypropylene 20 gsm, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

Ordering Information

Item Description Packaging

  For long hair 
  FS61750A Cluster keyback, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS60750B Viscose, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  For short hair 

  FS61850A Cluster keyback, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS60850B Viscose, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  NONE28625 SMS and scrim-reinforced material, 
blue 100/bx, 500/cs

Item Description Packaging
  FS61500 Cluster keyback, green 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS61550A Cluster keyback, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS61950 Cluster keyback, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS60950B Viscose, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS60950G Viscose, green 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS60950P Viscose, purple 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS60950PK Viscose, pink 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS60950W Viscose, white 100/bx, 600/cs

Bouffant Cap

 
CRIE1004

 
100/bx 
500/cs

Bouffant cap • size 60 cm • blue

Bouffant Cap

 
CRIE1005

 
100/bx 
500/cs

Bouffant cap • size 60 cm • green

Clip Cap

 
FS65450

 
100/bx 
1,200/cs

Clip cap • one size fits most • blue

CHOOSE YOUR HEADWEAR
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Medline Industries Ltd
3rd Floor
Quayside Wilderspool Business Park
Greenalls Avenue
Warrington WA4 6HL
United Kingdom 
Tel.: +44  844 334 5237 
Fax: +44 844 334 5238
www.medline.eu/uk
uk-customerservice@medline.com
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We reserve the right to correct any errors that may occur within this brochure.
©2019 Medline Industries, Inc. Medline is a registered trademark of Medline Industries, Inc. ML832-EN01/FL 07/2019.

Follow us 
on LinkedIn.

These products are class I non-sterile medical devices intended to be used by healthcare professionals. Before use, consult instructions and precautions on the corresponding labelling. Medline International France SAS  
5 rue Charles Lindbergh  
44110 Châteaubriant, France

Surgical Caps without Ties  
or Elastic 

These surgical caps do not contain ties 
or elastic, which makes them comfort-
able for longer periods of wear thanks 
to their lack of pressure areas. The caps 
are designed to fit well around the head 
due to the natural elasticity and flexibili-
ty of the material. 

The caps are ideal for nurses or visitors 
in the operating theatre and ward staff 
with short hair. Additionally, the edge 
of the bonnet (FS67050) can be tuned 
up to function as a sweatband for even 
more comfort. 

Bouffant Caps

These light and roomy caps with a 
round shape feature elastic all the way 
around, ensuring all hair is fully and 
securely covered and that the cap  
fits comfortably. 

Bouffant caps are suitable for long and 
short hairstyles and provide comfort 
and breathability for staff in less critical 
areas in the hospital.  

Very similar to the design of the  
bouffant cap, the compactly packed  
clip cap is ideal headwear for patients 
and visitors in less critical areas of the 
hospital.

Item Description Packaging
  FS61450 Cluster keyback, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS63450A Spunbond polypropylene 30 gsm, 
blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS67050 Spunlace 35 gsm, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

Item Description Packaging

  FS61300 Cluster keyback, 53 cm, green 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS61350 Cluster keyback, 53 cm, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  NONE28233F SMS, 60 cm, white with blue 
butterfly print 100/bx, 500/cs

  FS63300 SPP 20 gsm, 53 cm, green 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS63350 SPP 20 gsm, 53 cm, blue 100/bx, 600/cs

  FS63360 SPP 20 gsm, 53 cm, white 100/bx, 600/cs
  FS64360 SPP 14 gsm, 53 cm, white 200/bx, 2,000/cs
  CRIE1000 SPP 12 gsm, 53 cm, green 100/bx, 500/cs

  CRIE1002 SPP 12 gsm, 53 cm, white 100/bx, 500/cs

  CRIE1003 SPP 12 gsm, 60 cm, white 100/bx, 500/cs

  CRIE1004 SPP 12 gsm, 60 cm, blue 100/bx, 500/cs

  CRIE1005 SPP 12 gsm, 60 cm, green 100/bx, 500/cs

  FS65360 SPP 10 gsm, one size fits most, 
white 100/bx, 1,000/cs

  FS65450 SPP 14 gsm, one size fits most, 
blue 100/bx, 1,200/cs

  FS65460 SPP 14 gsm, one size fits most, 
white 100/bx, 1,200/cs

SPP = spunbond polypropylene


